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AE Form 600-700A, Nov 08 (Use for serial Numbers D 18001 through D 22000)
Filler Mask
(Updated: 2013-06-24)
! Do not download this document, use online version only !
Note: Since this filler mask will be used on different printers, first-time users should do test prints before printing AE Form 600-700A. To do test prints, users should follow the instructions below and use a blank sheet of paper instead of AE Form 600-700A. They should then lay the paper over AE Form 600-700A to see if the field entries of the printout fit within the field areas of AE Form 600-700A. In case they don't fit, users can adjust the printout by clicking the "Text Adjustment" check box and then move the printout along the directions arrows. Once users have the right setting, they should remember the "X-Axis" and "Y-Axis" numbers for later use.
 
Entering Data: Fill out AE Form 600-700A filler mask (pages 1 and 2). (Move mouse over a field for help.)
 
Printing the Form:
To print the form, print page 1 (using the "Print: Page 1" button), flip over AE Form 600-700A manually, and print page 2 (using the "Print: Page 2" button). Ensure the "Print" dialog box is set to the following:
 
    a. Paper Source. Select "Manual Feed."
    b. Print Range. Select "Current Page" or "Pages 1" / "Pages 2."
    c. Page Scaling. Set to "None."
 
Note: Do NOT select "Print on both sides."
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Text Adjustment
Click to adjust text for printout.
(pages 1).
Remember X/Y numbers
for later use.
For  improvement of readability fill out the following form fields. The entries will be taken over into the actual mask automatically. 
 
17. Privileges:     (See chapter           AE Reg 600-700) 
1. AAFES facilities
2.         Armed Forces Recreation Centers
3. Army Continuing Education Services
4. Commissary
5. Credit Union facilities
6. Customs exemption*
7. Dependent schools (DOD Dir 1342.12)
8. Housing referral services
9. Legal assistance
10. Local government transportation
11. Local morale, welfare, and recreation services
12. Medical/dental services - space A, pay patient
13. Military banking facilities
14. Military postal services
15. Mortuary services (AR 600-8-1)
16. Pet/firearm registration and control
17. POV license and registration
18. Purchase of POL
19. Rationed items with ration card
20. SOFA identification certificate
21. Transient billets
22. VAT Form (Abwicklungsschein)
23. Other (specify)
Text Adjustment
Click to adjust text for printout.
(pages 1).
Remember X/Y numbers
for later use.
Please click into signature block on mask to sign the form.
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AE Form 600-700A, Nov 08,  Filler Mask (Print Batch: 2013-02-01)
Army in Europe Privilege and Identification Card
Use for serial Numbers D 18001 through D 22000.
Filler mask for print batch received 2013-02-01.
Filler mask update: 2013-06-24
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